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EXHIBIT UPDATE

➤ Call for Entries has gone out 

➤ Deadline - June 15 

➤ 13 categories [2 changes] 

➤ all members can enter; no jurying



RIBBONS

➤ Ribbons > Daphne Trenaman & other members 

➤ 3 ribbons per category > First, second, third 

➤ Three special ribbons 
➤ Mary Black Award of Excellence in Weaving 

➤ Joan Thorne Award of Excellence in Spinning 

➤ Peoples’ choice



JUDGES CRITERIA

➤ Standards Committee > external judges 

➤ Guild standards = judges criteria plus … 

➤ on the website under Resources 

➤ intended to help members improve their work 

➤ other guilds also have standards which I have incorporated 

➤ consider what you look for when purchasing an item 

➤ pleasing colour choices 

➤ good drape; pleasing texture 

➤ well-finished, no blemishes or danglies



TECHNICAL CRITERIA

➤ correctness of threading and 
weaving



TECHNICAL CRITERIA

➤ good, even edges 

➤ doesn’t matter if you are cutting



TECHNICAL CRITERIA

➤ weft joins at edges 

➤ neatly clipped



TECHNICAL CRITERIA

➤ finished fringe 

➤ same length, consistent



TECHNICAL CRITERIA
➤ suitability of fibre, pattern and 

execution to purpose 

➤ fabric too stiff for scarf 

➤ fabric too sleazy for rug or clothing 

➤ fringe on a tea towel 

➤ colour choice obscures pattern



SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION
➤ individual elements i.e. weaving 

technique, pattern, colour, fibers & 
finish present a cohesive and 
pleasing result that fits into the 
category  

➤ interesting, exciting application of a 
technique 

➤ innovative use of a fibre or weave 

➤ creative use of colour 

➤ unique interpretation of an idea 

➤ masterful execution of a weave 



Examples of ribbon winners



SPINNING - SKILL IN EXECUTION
➤ Uniformity of spinning: consistency, textural 

control, design follow-through 
➤ spin as consistently as you can 

➤ Suitability of chosen fibres to stated end use 
➤ think about the final product; is the yarn 

suitable? cotton for tea towels, wool for 
mittens 

➤ Suitability of mixing, plying or blending of 
differing fibres to end product usage 

➤ consider their individual properties and 
make sure they are compatible 

➤ Yarn Finishing: twist set, washing & rinsing, 
fulling or felting 

➤ what will best suit your end product?



SPINNING - CREATIVITY
➤ Plan your yarn. All the categories lend 

themselves to stretching yourself and 
trying something a little different. 

➤ Skein of handspun 100% wool yarn ~ 25 yards  

➤ no requirement re how it is prepared, 
for example 
➤ blend colours 
➤ try a three or four ply, maybe chain 

plying or a stripy barber pole effect 
➤ fractal spinning – which involves a 

particular way of splitting a 
variegated roving before spinning



SPINNING - CREATIVITY
➤ Skein of handspun yarn using wool blend or other 

fibre ~ 25 yards 

➤ consider trying something unusual that 
will make you stretch 

➤ silk, ramie, bison, seacell, dog hair, 
milk fibre, etc. 

➤ make your own blend of fibres – bearing 
in mind the compatibility of their 
individual properties 

➤ Spinning Retreat ? look around for 
something you have never tried before



SPINNING - CREATIVITY
➤ Skein of handspun yarn using special or novelty 

techniques ~ 25 yards 

➤ Explore a different technique – different 
types of plying and many effects 

➤ Mohair or alpaca yarn can be brushed, 
before and after plying, to achieve a halo  

➤ four (or more) strand cable yarn, core 
spinning, bouclé, thick and thin yarns or 
yarns with add-ins. 

➤ Each skein should be at least 25 yards long 
and secured with a piece of the same yarn 
along with a label including your name and 
the category



ARTICLES USING HANDSPUN

➤ Article using your own handspun yarn, 
any technique 
➤ Suitability of fibre for purpose 
➤ Handspun yarn, especially textured and 

novelties, should be suited to stitch pattern 
and needle size used 

➤ Direction of twist should be suited to 
technique chosen 

➤ Plan woven articles with weight and 
durability in mind.  In the design process 
consider whether you want to use a singles 
or plied yarn 

➤ Ensure the yarn, sett and pattern will work 
to create the desired drape of the article



SUMMARY

➤ Don’t let a feeling of not being good 
enough stop you from entering 

➤ You may not win a ribbon but you 
have participated and that’s how you 
learn 

➤ Ask for guidance and help. We have 
many experienced weavers and 
spinners who are happy to advise 

➤ There’s always the People’s Choice 
award


